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Old Faithful by Shipler 

 

 

 

1- Shipler, Harry. Yellowstone Park [Old Faithful]. Salt Lake City: Shiplers Commercial Photographers, 

c.1909. B/W photograph [24.5 x 19.5 cm] Image is near fine and has strong contrasts. Shipler stamp on 

the reverse. 

Dramatic shot of Old Faithful by the legendary Salt Lake photographer. 

"Harry Shipler probably knew as much about photography as anyone in this state--or a dozen states, for 

that matter--for he was a pioneer in the art. The principles of photography had, of course, been 

discovered before he was born, but he was taking excellent pictures long before such refinements as light 

meters or fast film was available." - Shipler's obituary Salt Lake Tribune. 

$85 



Thirty Yellowstone Stereoviews 

 

2- Yellowstone National Park. New York: 

Underwood & Underwood, 1904. First 

Edition. 30 albumen silver print 

stereoviews [8 cm x 15.5 cm] on gray 

Underwood & Underwood mounts [9 cm x 

18 cm] with titles beneath the image and 

lengthy descriptions on the reverse. The 

views are housed in a box and slipcase 

[19.5 cm x 10 cm x 5.5 cm] Title, publisher 

and bands gilt stamped on the spine of the 

slipcase. Near fine. 

Large collection of views showcasing the 

natural wonders of Yellowstone. There is 

no booklet with this set, nor would one fit 

in the slipcase. Uncommon in this nice 

condition. 

$500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Grand Canyon through Stereoviews 

 

3- Dellenbaugh, Frederick Samuel. The 

Grand Canon of Arizona, Through the 

Stereoscope. New York: Underwood & 

Underwood, 1904. First Edition. 

Complete with 18 albumen silver print 

stereoviews [8 cm x 15.5 cm] on gray 

Underwood & Underwood mounts [9 

cm x 18 cm] with titles beneath the 

image and lengthy descriptions on the 

reverse. 64-page descriptive booklet 

present. Both the views and booklet 

are housed in a box and slipcase [19 cm 

x 12 cm x 5 cm] Title, publisher and 

bands gilt stamped on the spine of the 

slipcase. Very good. Textblock has 

separated from the wrapper. Minor 

rubbing to the extremities of the box. 

Fold-out map [35 cm x 3 cm] of the 

Grand Canyon of the Colorado present 

at the rear of the booklet. Map marks 

where the stereoviews in this set were 

shot. The booklet contains a thirty-two-

page introduction about the park by 

C.A. Higgins. This is followed by 

detailed descriptions of all eighteen 

views. 

Nice collection of views showcasing the 

wonders of the Grand Canyon and the 

Colorado River. Uncommon complete.   

$500 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WPA Pueblo Model 

 

 

 

4- Workers Progress Administration. Architectural Model of a Pueblo. Pittsburgh, PA: Museum 

Extension Project. WPA District 15, c.1940. Painted plaster model [12 cm x 24 cm x 22 cm] Minor 

chipping to plaster and paint. ‘Pueblo’ on the front of the base. ‘West’ on the left side of the base is 

what remains from the original caption: ‘Southwest USA’. ‘WPA District 15’ keystone shield in the back-

right corner on the base. 

This is number one of five different architectural Pueblo models that where produced by the 

Pennsylvania Museum Extension Project. Very similar in style to the Taos Pueblo. Rare. 

 $850 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1950s Las Vegas Map 

 

 

 

5- Barringer, Robert E. Map of the City of Las Vegas, North Las Vegas, the "Strip". Las Vegas: Redwood 

Publishing Company, 1956. Map [43 cm 56 cm] Printed in brown ink with illustrated historical vignettes 

around the extremities of the map printed in brown and blue on a cream-colored paper. Local 

advertising columns bookend the map. Very good. Folds as issued. Illustrated vignettes by Tony Mann 

with the map by Russ Meador. 

Mid-20th century detailed street map of this desert playground, with nice period advertising. Reverse 

contains more local advertising and a street index above an illustrated map of the West Coast with all 

roads leading to Las Vegas. Inset map of Boulder in the lower right corner. 

$125 

 

 



Rishel’s Routes 

 

 

 

6- Rishel, William D. Salt Lake Tribune Automobile Tour Book [Rishel’s Routes]. Salt Lake City: Tribune 

Auto Tour Book, 1926. 223pp. Octavo [24 cm] Blue buckram with the title printed in black on the front 

board. Marbled fore edge. Near fine. Vico motor oil bookmark present. 

Comprehensive early auto touring guide to the Intermountain West that contains more than a hundred 

maps including the fold-out index map [25 cm 25 cm] at the front and the large color fold-out map [57 

cm x 57 cm] laid in at the rear. Loads of great period advertising.  

“Containing Twenty Thousand Miles of Automobile Highways in Utah, Idaho, Nevada, Wyoming, Arizona 

and Colorado, Covering All Auto Roads in That Section of the Intermountain West of which Salt Lake City 

is the Natural Center.” 

Bill Rishel was a pioneer of western auto route maps, and his guide books are rare. 

$425 



SLCPD 1912 Manual 

 

7- [Salt Lake Police Department]. Manual 

of the Police Department of Salt Lake 

City. Salt Lake City: Board of 

Commissioners, [1912]. First Edition. 

148pp. Sextodecimo [16 cm] Full leather 

with title gilt stamped on the front board. 

Wear to extremities of board and the foot 

of the backstrip. Contemporary stamps 

and notes to endsheets. 

Early 20th century rules and regulations 

for the Salt Lake City Police Department. I 

can locate a single institutional holding. 

Rare.  

$150 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Group of Fort Douglas Photographs 

 

 

 

8- [Salt Lake City]. Six Photographs of Fort Douglas. [Salt Lake City]: c.1890. 6 albumen photographs [18 

cm x 13 cm] mounted on a heavy light gray paper [25 cm x 18 cm]. Contemporary manuscript 

identification in ink beneath the image on the mount. Amateur mounts and images (except the Savage), 

that are faded and worn at the corners. Some of the images show fading. 

Six nice images of Fort Douglas, five of which are by an unidentified photographer. The sixth has a C.R. 

Savage mark in the lower right corner. The images are: 'Parade [Grounds] Ft. Douglas, Utah' - 'Officers 

Qrs. Ft. Douglas, Utah' - 'Officers Line [Housing]', 'Ft. Douglas, Utah' - 'Chapel Ft. Douglas' - 'Polo Field Ft. 

Douglas, Utah' - 'Officers Quarters Fort Douglas, Utah' (this is the Savage image). 

Nice collection of Territorial images of the United States Army fort that sits on bluff two miles east of the 

Salt Lake Temple. Fort Douglas is still an active installation, but is now surrounded by the University of 

Utah. 

$200 

 



Standardville Utah Panorama 

 

 

 

9- [Utah Mining]. Standardville, Utah. c.1914. Panorama albumen photograph [52 cm x 12 cm] on a 

plain dark gray mount [61 cm x 20.5 cm] Manuscript identification to rear of mount. Panorama image is 

made of seven different albumen sheets. Light wear to extremities of mount. Strong contrasts. 

Photographer unknown. 

Image shows the Carbon County mining town or Standardville with a string of rail cars in the foreground, 

including a D&RG car and a Frisco car. The town was founded after a rich coal deposit was found in 

Spring Canyon in 1912. The layout of the town was well planned (by mining town standards), so well 

planned in fact, that is became the standard of mining towns thereafter and the name stuck. By the 

1970s the town had been abandoned. 

$425 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Historic Buildings of Nauvoo Coloring Book 

 

 

 

10- Crozier, J. Marvin. Nauvoo Coloring Book. Nauvoo, IL: Nauvoo Pottery and Gallery, [c.1982]. First 

Edition. [16pp] Quarto [27.5 cm] Cream grained wrappers with title and illustration of the Nauvoo 

Temple on the front cover. Very good. Minor age-toning to wrappers with a red mark from a crayon and 

two small green marks on the rear cover. Internally clean with the exception of a 2 cm x 2 cm section of 

the 'Mansion House' fence which has been neatly colored brown. 

Charming production of thirteen illustrations (double-page at center) of noted buildings and scenes 

around Mormon Nauvoo to be colored. Scenes include: Nauvoo House, [Joseph Smith] Mansion House, 

[Nauvoo] Temple, Sunstone, Seventies Hall, Brigham Young House, Wilford Woodruff House, Browning 

House, Nauvoo Hotel. 

"Nauvoo is one of the most fascinating places of the middlewest...Its rich history captures the 

imagination of the visitor and scholar. Nauvoo was once the largest city in Illinois. It was here their 

American Prophet Joseph Smith, Jr., located his followers beginning in 1839. It was here also the French 

Icarians tried out their form of communistic living, which failed." - from the Foreword  

$30 



Especially for Youth  

 

 

 

11- Bickerstaff, George. My Body is a Temple. Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1978. First Edition. [22pp] 

Quarto [29 cm] Color illustrated wrappers. Very good. Gentle overall wear. Illustrated throughout in full-

color by Keith Christensen. 

Charming faith promoting work for young Mormons, about nine-year-old twins, Peter & Paula. 

"Always remember: My body is a temple I will keep it clean and wholesome as a place for the Spirit of the 

Lord to dwell in."   

$30 



Mormon Exodus as Graphic Novel 

 

 

 

12- Hill, Forrest & Floyd D. Larson. Blazing the Pioneer Trail. Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Company, 

1948. First Edition. [22pp] Oblong octavo [15 cm x 23 cm] Color illustrated wrappers. Very good. Rear 

panel has a spot and shows minor overall discoloring. 

Charming graphic novel that tells the story of the Mormon exodus from the Midwest and their trek to the 

Great Basin told in twenty full-page black and white panels. 

"The dramatic story of the Mormon Pioneers in their quest for freedom deserves to be told vividly and 

convincingly. The artist, Forrest Hill, and the story teller, Floyd A. Larson, have tried to recreate this 

famous story with all its action, rugged power and strength." - publishers preface. 

Surprisingly uncommon, I can locate eight institutional copies.   

$45 

 

 

 

 



The Other Missionaries 

 

 

 

13- Tope, Wally. On the Frontlines: Witnessing to Mormons. La Canada Flintridge, CA: Frontline 

Ministries, 1981. Revised second printing. 96pp. Quarto [28 cm] Illustrated cream wrappers. Very good. 

"One thing seems certain. there is going to be an increasing need for trained 'missionaries to the 

Mormons' both here and abroad. Satan is in the 'import/export' business, bringing in Eastern religions, 

and shipping out western cults, such as Mormonism. The war zone is all around us, but where are the 

soldiers."   

$25 



Sometimes People Just Do Stuff 

 

 

 

14- [Joseph Smith] Anderson, Lynn Matthews. The Easy-to-Read Book of Mormon: Based on The Book 

of Mormon translated by Joseph Smith, Jr. Pittsburgh, PA: Privately printed, February, 1993. Revised 

Edition. 230pp. Quarto [28 cm] Spiral bound light blue wrappers with the title printed on the front panel 

in black ink. Very good. 

A retelling of the Book of Mormon in plain English. Following the Book of Mormon is Joseph Smith's story 

(p.224-225), the Testimonies of the Three Witnesses and the Eight Witnesses (p.226), and a 'Words to 

Know' [glossary] (p.227-230). 

The first edition was privately distributed among the author's family and friends, this revised edition 

predates the Sunstone printing and I am able to locate a single institutional holding (UU). Rare.   

$30 



The Book of Mormon as Stage Play 

 

 

 

15- Robinson, Ezra C. Zalmona. Prologue and Four Acts. From Book of Mormon History. [Bountiful, UT]: 

[c1926]. First Edition. 47pp. Duodecimo [18 cm] Tan printed wrappers. Minor discoloring and wear to 

the covers. 

Book of Mormon drama, that tells the story of a battle between two Jaredite Kings: Omer (son of Shule) 

and his son, Jared (the usurper). The author writes that the action takes place in "Land of Heth on North 

American Continent, probably now state of New York." 

This play was first performed in Salt Lake in 1911. Surprisingly rare, I can locate eight institutional 

holdings. Flake/Draper 7388. 

“Zalmona, the Book of Mormon play, was given a magnificent production at the Salt Lake theater last, 

night. The theater was filled to capacity. The performance in every respect was up to the promises made 

for it. The story is one of true love and devotion and the tale is worked out with a nicety and precision 

that is admirable. The scenic effects are on a prodigious scale. They are so elaborate, indeed, that of any 

productions that have ever been seen in Salt Lake have equaled the settings of Zalmona…. Zalmona 

proved a strong play, presented by a strong company.” - SL Tribune (2/21/1911) 

$125 


